We’re All in This Together
by Amy Jones

“The novel recalls Jonathan Franzen in *The Corrections*, or an ensemble TV dramedy you can’t stop watching: both serious about family and lighthearted.”

—Globe and Mail

The Current
by Tim Johnston

“Another freezing mystery from Tim Johnston, this time on the border of Minnesota and Iowa. Throw in just a teeny bit of magic and you have a nail-biting trip up and down an iced-over river, just out of reach of whoever is looking for you. So much fun!”

—Anne Holman, King’s English Bookshop

Women Rowing North
by Mary Pipher

“I wish desperately that I’d had the good fortune to read this book years ago. . . . Pipher drives home the truth that we own and control our stories, even after the fact. We are in control of the narrative, the interpretation and ultimately our own authentic final chapter.”

—Robin Templin, Watermark Books (Wichita, KS)

Bim, Bam, Bop and Oona
by Jacqueline Briggs Martin
Illustrated by Larry Day

“Martin tells the tale in rollicking cadences just right for reading aloud. ‘A gust of wind grabbed the sails and up she went. OOO-hoolie-hoo!’ ”

—Kirkus Reviews
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